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Tick the correct answer for the following Questions:      1x15=15    
1. Great new! They ___________ married.  

i.   Will just get    ii. Have just got   iii. Have    

2. Till now no one from my family ____________ abroad.  

i. Has gone     ii. Would go    iii. Went    

3. I _________________ my homework when my brother came in.   

i. Had been doing   ii. Was doing     iii. Had done  

4.  When the teacher entered the classroom, the students ________________ their lessons. 

i. Had read       ii. Were reading    iii. Had been reading  

5. After I ____________ my work, I went out to play with my friends.   

i. Had finished     ii. Will finish     iii. Finished   

6. She will not forget the wonderful moments she __________________ as a child in her grandparents’ 

house.  

i. Had spent     ii. Has spent       iii. Spent    

7. They ______________ the plan for a picnic much before it started raining.  

i. Will abandon     ii. Had abandoned        iii. Abandoned     

8. By December, we _______________ about tenses for a year.  

i. Will have been studying  ii. Had been studying  iii. Will be studying 

9. Many people from villages ___________________ cities over the past few years. 

i. Have been entering    ii. Have entered    iii. Will have entered     

10. I _________________ for three hours and the meal is still not ready.  

i. Was cooking    ii. Have cooked    iii. Have been cooking    

11. By next year, he __________________ in this department for five years.  

i. Will have served    ii. Will be serving    iii. Served  

12. They __________________ in the movement ever since it began. 

i. Had been participating  ii. Participated     iii. Will be participating   

13. By the end of this decade, the Earth _________________ a huge wasteland. 

i. Became       ii. Will have become    iii. Will become   

14. Grandmother __________________ shawls for thirty years.    

i.  Will weave      ii. Has been weaving   iii. Has woven   

15. They _______________ from some of their past mistakes.  

i. Have learnt    ii. Have been learning  iii. Learned     
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